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Abstract: In many countries, some form of genetic screening is offered to all or part of the population,
either in the form of well-organized screening programs or in a less formalized way. Screening can be
offered at different phases of life, such as preconception, prenatal, neonatal and later in life. Screening
should only be offered if the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. Technical innovations in
testing and treatment are driving changes in the field of prenatal and neonatal screening, where
many jurisdictions have organized population-based screening programs. As a result, a greater
number and wider range of conditions are being added to the programs, which can benefit couples’
reproductive autonomy (preconception and prenatal screening) and improve early diagnosis to
prevent irreversible health damage in children (neonatal screening) and in adults (cancer and cascade
screening). While many developments in screening are technology-driven, citizens may also express
a demand for innovation in screening, as was the case with non-invasive prenatal testing. Relatively
new emerging issues for genetic screening, especially if testing is performed using DNA sequencing,
relate to organization, data storage and interpretation, benefit–harm ratio and distributive justice,
information provision and follow-up, all connected to acceptability in current healthcare systems.

Keywords: genetic screening; neonatal screening; prenatal screening; genetic carrier screening;
cascade screening; screening criteria; DNA sequencing

1. Introduction

Genetic screening may be defined as any kind of medical test performed for the
systematic early detection or exclusion of a hereditary disease, the predisposition to such
a disease or to determine whether a person carries a predisposition that may produce
a hereditary disease in offspring [1]. For decades, genetic screening has been offered
in many countries, either in population screening programs offered to all or part of the
population at higher risk for disease, or in a less formalized way. Screening can have
benefits, but can also cause harm, including false positive screening results, overtreatment,
psychological harm or physical harm from the screening test itself or from confirmatory
diagnostic follow-up examinations.

It has been said that genetic screening should “proceed with caution” [1]. While
most of its ethical issues may be similar to those associated with other screening tests,
including challenges with determining cost-effectiveness and organizing the responsible
implementation of testing healthy individuals in a population [2], genetic screening con-
cerns traditionally relate specifically to the possible consequences of a genetic test result for
other family members, the possibility of genetic discrimination or stigmatization based on
the results and the fact that screening does not necessarily lead to disease prevention or
treatment [1].

Countries and jurisdictions have different decision-making procedures for determining
whether the benefits outweigh harms in population-based screening programs, and thus
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whether these programs should be implemented and funded or not. Although decision-
making policies may vary between countries, these procedures often build on the principles
proposed by Wilson and Jungner for the World Health Organization in 1968 [3]. In the
age of genomics, these screening criteria were revisited [4]. While the original publication
in 1968 focused on early diagnosis and the availability of treatment, the revisited criteria
also touch upon prenatal screening and the availability of reproductive options, making
informed choices and respect for autonomy an even more important issue [4,5]. These
currently widely used criteria describe, e.g., that there should be evidence of screening
program effectiveness, and that the program should promote equity and access to screening
for the entire target population [1].

Technological advancement in the development of new genetic tests and new treat-
ment options are instigating rapid change, i.e., constant dynamics, and ever-increasing
pressure, in the field of genetic screening. In a previous paper, we described how these
dynamics influence the fields of neonatal versus carrier screening [5]. We discussed con-
verging debates about potential beneficiaries (newborn, family, society) and the goals and
consequences of screening (disease prevention versus reproductive autonomy). We called
for “an exchange of vision and knowledge among all stakeholders [in the fields of newborn
and carrier screening] to attune the dynamics of screening” [5].

Having a closer look at the stakeholders involved and their perspectives may be even
more relevant today, since new techniques are entering the field of screening. For instance,
whole genome sequencing is being introduced in pilot studies for neonatal screening,
potentially replacing some laboratory testing of metabolites [6], and facial recognition
may be implemented to screen for genetic syndromes [7]. New techniques challenge
stakeholders to constantly attune to each other, especially where there are limited budgets,
uncertainties and a lack of experience with the responsible application of new technologies.
Meanwhile, some potentially useful existing applications of genetic screening still encounter
practical challenges to their optimal implementation; these include newborn screening [8]
and cascade screening in blood relatives for a variant that confers an inherited disease [9,10].

Major drivers of innovation in genetic screening are the decreasing costs of genome
sequencing and the increasing understanding of genetic variants, allowing for genetic
technologies to be increasingly used in screening programs. Consequently, changes in how
test offers are organized may be needed to develop facilities and services (e.g., offering
genetic tests from general screening laboratories instead of clinical genetic laboratories).
Users may or may not demand or accept the new options, and their implementation is
influenced by political and cultural acceptability. Together, these sources of dynamics in
genetics can drive change (Figure 1).
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The extent to which these changes are disruptive to the existing (public) healthcare
system greatly influences the speed of implementation of the innovation. Some new tech-
nological options are being implemented rather fast, mainly due to facilitating factors.
This was, e.g., the case with the introduction of prenatal screening for aneuploidies using
non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT), based on the analyses of cell-free DNA in maternal
blood. The implementation of this screening has benefitted from user demand, the organi-
zational structure of previously established prenatal screening programs and the start of
“local niches” to become acquainted with the technology [12]. Other technological options
for genetic screening have encountered more hurdles relating to financial, cultural and
religious factors, or to the need to establish completely new practices such as preconception
carrier screening for recessive disorders [13]. In screening, there are always disadvantages.
The discussion on the balance of pros and cons of each new technological option may
demand even more attention when DNA testing is being considered, and more results
could be generated than current targeted tests provide [14]. In this paper, we discuss recent
emerging issues in the field of genetic screening. We will discuss (1) key developments in
genetic screening, and (2) challenges faced by screening tests offered at different phases
in life.

2. Key Developments in Genetic Screening
2.1. More Treatments, More Genetic Variants to Test

In our previous paper, we discussed treatment-driven and technology-driven develop-
ments in neonatal and preconception screening. As a consequence of these developments,
instead of testing for one condition or one gene, tests have become more panel-based [5].
While hereditary disorders are becoming increasingly treatable (e.g., by developments in
stem cell transplantation and gene therapy [15]), and/or preventable (e.g., bilateral pro-
phylactic mastectomy in hereditary breast cancer), at the same time innovation in genetic
testing is improving opportunities for their early detection.

In diagnostic settings, DNA sequencing enables a better detection of monogenic
conditions whose suspected genetic cause is yet unclear [16]. As costs decrease, whole
exome and whole genome sequencing (WES/WGS) is becoming more easily accessible and
enables testing for an increasing number of conditions simultaneously. Where in diagnostics
these wider gene panels and WES/WGS are becoming increasingly common practice,
applications of DNA sequencing in preconception, prenatal and neonatal screening are
now also currently being studied or have recently been introduced [6,17–19]. In a screening
context, with a target population without clinical symptoms, the complex interpretation of
genetic variants is particularly challenging and continuously evolving.

In addition to increasing scientific knowledge relevant for the detection of monogenic
conditions, research is also being conducted on the use of genetic risk profiles for the better
prediction of multi- and polygenic conditions, where wider genetic variant panels may
contribute to the risk stratification of current cancer screening programs (e.g., in breast
cancer screening) [20]. However, the efficacy, feasibility and acceptability of applying these
polygenic risk scores is still largely unknown [21].

New options for screening based on developments in the field of pharmacogenetics
are also being suggested. Here, there is increasing evidence that using a pharmacogenetic
panel could help prevent adverse drug reactions by informing the dosing and selection of
drugs [22]. Pilot studies on pharmacogenetic panels currently focus on high-need popula-
tions, e.g., adults receiving drug prescription for one of the relevant therapies [22,23], or
newborns admitted to neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) [24]. However, the introduc-
tion of pharmacogenetic panels into population-based newborn or prenatal screening is
still under debate [25,26].

2.2. Evidenced-Based Policy Decisions

All offers of screening need to adapt to changing opportunities and demands. High-
quality scientific evidence is needed as a basis for policy decision-making [2,4]. Sub-
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sequently, innovation in screening will generally require an investment in terms of the
organization of education, workforce, facilities and pipelines for evaluation. Where (public)
healthcare budgets are tight, this may pose a challenge. Evidence on cost-effectiveness
will therefore be even more relevant in order to convince policy-makers to initiate and/or
enable change [2]. However, in a reproductive context this may be considered ethically
sensitive [27].

2.3. Commercialization of Genetic Screening

Parallel to the expansion of screening in public-funded health programs, there has been
a rise in direct-to-consumer genetic tests, providing individuals with access to screening
tests without involving healthcare professionals [28,29]. This has raised concerns about
the need for proper genetic counselling, consent and data privacy [30]. Moreover, the
commercialization of genetic testing services raises ethical questions about marketing
strategies and profit motives [31].

3. Challenges Faced in Screening Tests Offered at Different Phases in Life

Genetic screening programs can be offered at different phases in life (Figure 2). Carrier
screening can be offered before pregnancy to assess the risk of couples of having a child
affected with recessive genetic conditions. During pregnancy, screening for fetal chromoso-
mal conditions and structural anomalies can be offered to provide pregnant individuals
with more information about the health of their unborn child and promote reproductive
autonomy. In many countries around the world, newborns undergo screening for treatable
conditions to prevent or limit irreparable damage. Later in life, cascade screening in families
for monogenic subsets of common disorders enables disease prevention. This involves
the diagnosis of individuals with a monogenic disorder (index patient), such as hereditary
breast cancer and familial hypercholesterolemia (FH), followed by active identification,
counselling and testing of family members. The population screening of adults is currently
mainly organized around the early detection of cancer. The use of genetics in these ex-
isting adult screening programs is rare, although some suggest that genetic risk-based
stratification may improve screening and prevention strategies in this population [20,21].
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A number of challenges are currently being encountered in the offers of screening at
various phases of life. Some of the key challenges will be described here (Table 1).

Table 1. Key challenges of innovation in genetic applications in screening related to sources of
dynamics and at different phases of life.

Sources of Dynamics
Screening According to Phases of Life

Preconception Prenatal Neonatal Later in Life

Technology

No consensus on which
gene variants to
include, analyze and
report.

Increasing possibilities
for screening for other
genetic variants (e.g.,
viruses, feto–maternal
risk factors).
No consensus on what
to include.

Not clear when and
where to apply DNA
sequencing.
Potential increase in
treatability of rare
genetic diseases (with
rapid development of
gene therapies).

Limited or unclear
predictability of lower
risk variants.
Unclear penetrance in
absence of positive
family history.

Organization

Unclear where and
how to implement
carrier screening.
Lack of funding and
organizational
structures, with high
costs of tests.

Rapidly changing field
challenges up-to-date
counselling and
information provision.
Fragmentation in test
offer and
commercialization:
need for governmental
regulations.

Rapid technological
developments need fast
and flexible
organization and
evaluation models.

Unclear where to
implement, how and
for whom (which
subgroups).

Demand Lack of demand. Increasing demand for
expanding scope.

Continuous demand
for expanding the
scope to actionable
disorders.

Limited demand
specifically for genetic
testing.

Acceptability

No consensus on what
is considered a severe
disease.
No consensus on the
purpose of screening.

Blurring of aims of
screening.
Expanding scope may
challenge acceptability.

Implementing DNA
sequencing and
expanding scope to
actionable conditions
may challenge current
uptake.

Initial applications as
opportunistic offer,
challenging
equal access and
resources needed for
follow-up.
Clinical utility not yet
proven, e.g., of adding
low-risk variants in
population-based
screening offers.

3.1. Challenges in Preconception Carrier Screening: Organizing a Program

Carrier screening for recessive disorders can be defined as the identification of the carrier
status of a particular disorder in healthy individuals with no a priori increased risk (i.e.,
without a positive family history) [32]. It allows couples to know whether they are facing a
one-in-four risk of having an affected child in each pregnancy. Carrier screening is preferably
performed before pregnancy (preconception) as there is less of a time constraint, and it pro-
vides couples with the maximum number of reproductive options, including preimplantation
genetic testing. Traditionally, carrier screening has been limited to a small number of rela-
tively common recessive disorders, e.g., β-thalassemia and cystic fibrosis, or was provided
to specific high-risk groups with increased risk for disorders based on geographic and/or
ethnic background, e.g., in the Ashkenazi Jewish community [33]. Sequencing technologies
make carrier screening independent of ancestry ready for implementation by the introduction
of expanded carrier screening tests that screen for a large number of recessive disorders
simultaneously. In most countries, carrier screening for recessive disorders is not current
practice, although commercial providers are offering a wide variety of screening panels, es-
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pecially in the USA [31], thus limiting screening to those who can afford it. Barriers to the
implementation of population-based screening programs have been identified in numerous
studies and can be clustered at a cultural, structural and practical level [34]. These barriers
include a lack of awareness, knowledge and prioritization among health professionals (e.g.,
general practitioners) [34,35], a lack of demand from the general population and difficulties
reaching the target population (i.e., couples planning a pregnancy, especially in the absence of
preconception care facilities) [34,36].

Worldwide, there are a wide variety of carrier screening disease panels [31]. It is
recommended that these panels should be limited to severe childhood onset conditions,
and should not include conditions primarily associated with a disease of adult onset [32,37].
However, in practice, it has proved difficult to define what a “severe disorder” is, as
severity can have different dimensions and can be perceived differently depending on
the perspective [38]. Practice also shows that the purpose of screening—to increase the
reproductive autonomy of couples—is becoming broader, potentially compromising the
couples’ informed decision-making. For example, the Australian government-funded pilot
project “Mackenzie’s Mission” also included conditions “for which early diagnosis and
intervention would substantially change outcome”, meaning that “there is potential benefit
from knowing about the condition to inform management in the neonatal period” [19].

Given the large number of carriers identified by expanded screening in the general
population, a couple-based approach, wherein only the results of couples who both are
carriers of the same disease (1–2% of screened couples) are disclosed, is preferred [33], as
was done in Mackenzie’s Mission [19]. This approach not only reduces the psychological
burden and the burden on the healthcare system (including genetic counselling costs) [35],
but also accelerates variant interpretation [33].

3.2. Challenges in Prenatal Screening: Ensuring Informed and Autonomous Decision-Making

Prenatal screening offers prospective parents the opportunity to learn information
regarding the health of their child, thus enabling them to make informed reproductive
choices. The field of prenatal screening has experienced a major paradigm shift over
the past decades. The NIPT is a unique example of the “mainstreaming” of a genetic
technology. This screening test rapidly passed through the phases of translation, driven
by technological developments and the high demand from pregnant women, and was
introduced into clinical practice in 2011 [39]. Genetic technologies such as NIPT raise
questions about the impact on reproductive choices, governmental regulations and the aim
of prenatal screening.

Initially, NIPT was offered only for the detection of fetal trisomies 21, 18 and 13
(Down, Edwards and Patau syndrome). However, sequencing methods analyzing and
reporting findings on all chromosomes soon followed, resulting in an expanding scope.
The technological possibilities of NIPT are rapidly expanding, allowing for the screening
of other variants such as fetal–maternal risk factors (e.g., preeclampsia) [40] and viral
infections (e.g., cytomegalovirus) [41]. However, currently there is no consensus on which
other variants should be included in NIPT, and professional societies are warning that
caution should be exercised [42,43]. Studies have shown that most pregnant couples would
prefer to learn more information about their unborn child [44,45], even to the point of
accepting a less accurate test in exchange for receiving this information [46]. Nevertheless,
the potential benefits and harms of these expanded tests need to be evaluated, preferably
in advance of their introduction into clinical practice [47].

An emerging issue within prenatal screening is the blurring of the aims of screening.
With expanding offers of testing that also include disorders that are treatable during
pregnancy, the aim of prenatal screening is shifting from reproductive autonomy to include
health benefit and prevention. Offering dual-aimed screening to pregnant couples in one
package may hinder their informed decision-making. NIPT for treatable conditions may
also cause a moral shift in societal views on NIPT, from promoting reproductive autonomy
to a means to improve the health outcomes for the child [48].
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Worldwide, NIPT is available to pregnant couples, with varying scopes (ranging from
targeted, to varying micro-deletion panels, to genome-wide) and with varying levels of
government regulation (ranging from no regulation, fragmented offers of testing, to public
screening programs) [49]. The expanding scope of NIPT, rapid developments and lack
of government regulation challenge prenatal counselling and provision of information.
Offering NIPT within governmentally regulated screening programs is a way to ensure
uniform and high-quality information provision and counselling, thus ensuring that parents
can make informed and autonomous decisions [50].

3.3. Challenges in Neonatal Screening: Maintaining a High-Quality Program

Neonatal bloodspot screening (NBS) programs for newborns are offered shortly after
birth to test for an increasing number of treatable disorders, most of which are genetic.
Many programs originally started by testing for phenylketonuria, wherein a diet may
prevent severe developmental delay. Today, countries screen for a very diverse number of
diseases. While neonatal screening is absent in some African countries, many states in the
USA screen for over 50 conditions [51].

A recent review article stresses the complexity of the NBS infrastructure [8]. In
such a public health program, coordination and quality management are very important.
Digital data exchange systems have the potential to support NBS programs, but strict data
protection regulations may hamper their implementation. For rare conditions included in
NBS programs, international databases may serve to achieve sufficient case numbers to
evaluate potential new candidate conditions.

An emerging issue in neonatal screening is the question of whether sequencing tech-
nologies can replace some, or all, of the current test strategies, since this would also allow
for screening for an increasing number of conditions [5]. In case no biomarker is currently
available for a disease, sequencing the gene would be the first technological option to allow
for screening. King et al. [17] argue that inborn errors of immunity is a field that would
profit from sequencing by using a single platform to screen for hundreds of diseases si-
multaneously. Implementation aspects of newborn sequencing are currently being studied
in a variety of pilot projects across the globe, e.g., UK Generation Study and US BabySeq
project, as shown on the website www.iconseq.org (accessed on 29 April 2024). Before
moving to sequencing as a first-tier test for unselected newborns, its technical and ethical
aspects should be reflected upon [2]. Technical questions include how to organize a fast
turnaround time, and also the diseases and variants that should be reported on. Should
these be pathogenic variants in genes coding for treatable diseases only? How to deal with
variants that are associated with late-onset forms of disease? [52] Should variants of uncer-
tain significance (VUS) and carrier status information be avoided? What should happen if
the list of pathogenic variants is updated? Could “actionable” conditions such as Fragile
X syndrome be added to newborn screening programs [53]? The Fragile X community
has expressed a desire for newborn screening. The umbrella organization of rare disease
patients EURORDIS [54] has published a similar vision. Parents may value the certainty of
prediction over actionability [55]. The expansion of newborn screening to include many
more conditions may also result in a decline in overall screening uptake due to the need for
more detailed consent [55].

3.4. Challenges in Adult Screening: Optimizing Cascade Testing and Deciding on New
Opportunities

In recent decades, cascade testing of first-degree family members of patients with
mainly autosomal dominant disorders has become standard practice in clinical genetics
for early diagnosis and prevention. For some more common disorders, cascade testing for
monogenic subsets has attracted substantial attention as well as funding to support more
systematic case finding and even screening programs. For example, in Israel, population
screening for pathogenic (founder) variants in BRCA1/2 genes in women of Ashkenazi
Jewish origin has been proposed and studied [56]. Especially in the case of BRCA1/2-related

www.iconseq.org
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breast cancer, Lynch syndrome and FH cascade screening has proven to be a cost-effective
way to find individuals at high risk to develop these disorders [14]. According to the
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Office of Genomics and Precision Public
Health, such “Tier 1” genomic applications are supported by evidence-based guidelines
and recommendations [57]. However, there are gaps in key data [14], and in many countries
cascade testing has still not been widely or optimally implemented. Barriers to such imple-
mentation may be related to factors at an individual level (e.g., knowledge and attitudes),
the interpersonal level (e.g., family dynamics) or a structural level (e.g., accessibility of
services) [58]. To optimize implementation and uptake, important challenges that need to
be addressed relate to organizational aspects of such screening. The process of case finding
and informing family members in a responsible manner has been discussed widely. In
recent years, discussions have focused on a more proactive role for healthcare providers
to actively trace and inform family members rather than rely on patient-led initiatives to
inform family members. In this way, cascade screening uptake is expected to increase;
however, national regulations may limit this approach [59]. Digital means of improving
the sharing of genetic information in families are also being explored [60].

In some countries, more structured initiatives to improve case finding [61], or actual
screening programs to improve finding family members at risk, especially for FH, have
been developed [62,63]. Combinations of strategies for case finding and screening have
been suggested, e.g., by screening children and subsequently their parents and first-degree
family members [64,65]. Another option would be to use the increasing instances of
sequencing in healthcare to identify pathogenic variants in a set of well-known genes
outside the original indication for screening. Such opportunistic screening may aid in case
finding and potentially in subsequent cascade testing. However, much is still unknown
about the penetrance of such genes in hitherto unaffected families and the effects of such
screening for patients, or about the resources required from healthcare systems to organize
such screening [14,66,67]. Identifying if and how such initiatives could be expanded toward
forms of population screening requires for many open questions on clinical utility to be
further addressed [14,68].

Another recent development is exploring if and how the addition of intermediate or
low-risk gene variants to population screening programs may improve health outcomes.
In adult-population breast cancer screening, better stratification of both high and low-risk
groups could potentially impact the relative burden and/or outcome for participants;
therefore, what would be the most cost-effective strategy to apply this knowledge—in
what target population and when—is currently under discussion [21,69,70]. This is further
complicated by the possibility to optimize prediction by adding non-genetic factors into
algorithms, such as breast tissue density in breast cancer screening [69].

4. Discussion: Challenges and Future Directions in Genetic Screening

We have discussed how dynamics in technology, organization, demand and accept-
ability change the field of genetic screening at different phases in life. The table clearly
shows that some of these dynamics relate to more than one phase in life. Here, we will
discuss the commonalities.

4.1. Technology

Genetic technologies are becoming faster, cheaper and more precise. An increasing
number of tests are becoming available, in addition to new treatments, increasing op-
portunities for screening, as we have reported previously [5]. Tests have become more
genome-based, making it possible to identify more conditions, but also generating more
uncertain results. Thus, what to report in screening may become less clear, as the setting
is different from that of diagnostics; where in diagnostics patients have a clinical enquiry,
screening generally starts from healthy individuals without a pathological phenotype. To
maintain a high specificity, there is a need to avoid the reporting of VUS and uncertain
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genetic variants, as well as variants with low penetrance or unclear onset of disease. In the
reproductive context, it is especially important to limit reporting to pathogenic variants [32].

Evolving technologies lead to the blurring of aims in screening (reproductive auton-
omy versus prevention), both in the preconception and prenatal settings. In adult screening,
predictability is limited by two factors: the use of lower-risk in addition to high-risk variants
and non-genetic risk factors. Ongoing trials will generate evidence for this. As for adult
screening, the penetrance of high-risk variants in the absence of family history is not always
clear [71]. Stakeholders need to attune and decide together what type of evidence is needed
for policy decisions, and how this evidence can best be produced and studied. While some
stakeholders may have high expectations of high throughput DNA sequencing replacing
existing approaches (e.g., in newborn screening), outcomes of pilots will be needed to feed
the discussions on the actual added value [6,72].

4.2. Organization

Emerging issues in genetic screening can be identified at the organizational level.
Funding for preconception carrier screening may not fit into our healthcare systems, which
typically fund the consequences of diseases but not their prevention. Cascade screening
for FH may look like a convincing case, but its implementation appears to be problematic.
In both preconception and adult screening, it is not clear who is responsible for the imple-
mentation of genetic screening, leaving only fragmented ad hoc initiatives. In public health
screening programs, there seems to be a gap between public health experts and genetic
experts [73].

Neonatal screening programs are complex and continuously evolving systems, requir-
ing good central coordination and digital support systems. The challenges of data storage
versus privacy protection become even more intricate when DNA sequencing techniques
are proposed in the context of neonatal screening. When large datasets on newborns are
being stored, especially when it concerns sensitive data, as is the case with using WGS,
re-consent at adolescent/adult age for storage and (secondary) future use will need to be
considered and this will involve organizational challenges [74]. The necessary complex
data infrastructures for storing large datasets require costly investments and will also have
a negative environmental impact. If WGS data are needed again later in life, the declining
costs of sequencing will make re-sequencing more feasible, and may therefore be preferred
over re-use of existing data.

Commercial testing is already frequently offered in the preconception and prenatal
settings. Potentially, this will gain prominence in neonatal and adult screening, and
therefore will need good governance of aspects such as quality control and information
provision. Unsound initiatives may not always be prevented under current legislations,
thus necessitating continuous monitoring of the commercial market and evaluation of
legislation [75].

We also show that the benefits and risks of screening often are discussed in relation to
cost-effectiveness and distributive justice. Access to preconception and prenatal testing,
especially in a private healthcare setting, is limited to people who can afford it.

In all public health screening programs, equity should be striven for. The development
of risk stratification may allow for a better benefit–harm ratio. If a large proportion of
potential screenees were to use commercial testing, this may lead to follow-up testing for a
selected (i.e., high-income) population, overdiagnosis and overtreatment, which is likely to
distort the benefit–harm ratio.

In addition, distributive justice is even more at stake in low- and middle-income
countries. In a country like India, for instance, with its high prevalence of thalassemia
patients who are consuming an increasing proportion of the health budget, preconception
carrier screening is considered more urgent than ever [76].
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4.3. Demand

We describe a discrepancy between prenatal and neonatal screening versus precon-
ception and adult screening, whereby the demand in the first domains is increasing and
less straightforward for the latter domains. In general, with the increasing focus on the
empowerment of citizens and self-management in health and disease, a rising demand
for information is to be expected in the future. The limited involvement in preventive
genomics of both citizens and professionals, as well as limited genetic literacy, both pose
challenges to such empowerment [77–79].

4.4. Acceptability

Many challenges that need to be discussed among stakeholders for policy-making
have emerged. Ethical issues relate to what is considered severe and to blurring aims of
screening. Non-severe conditions, uncertain test results, variants with diverse penetrance
and expression levels, overdiagnosis and overtreatment must all be avoided in a public
health program.

Policy-makers who decide on what should be implemented also have to take into
account cost, availability of the required evidence on clinical validity and clinical utility
and the benefit–harm ratio.

5. Conclusions

The increasing number of technical possibilities with regard to screening tests and
treatment possibilities are creating pressure on decision-makers who have to decide on
the introduction or expansion of screening. All stakeholders need to become attuned to
their priorities in terms of severe diseases and actions after positive test results. A broader
implementation of sequencing technologies in screening requires more information in
order to make informed choices. We are witnessing a diversification of applications both
within healthcare and public health, as well as in commercial settings. In screening, a
clear focus on balancing benefits and harms needs to be upheld. Emerging evidence for
such benefits and harms should be assessed on the basis of ongoing research and pilot
studies, allowing for the careful evaluation and refining of policies. In public health, such
balancing requires a focus on impact at the population level, including elements of personal
choice and preferences, where possible. Empowering patients to make optimal choices in
genetic screening requires a resilient screening infrastructure that also includes strategies
to improve genetic health literacy among the wider population.
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